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Starting from today, again, we have organized a one week Dai-sesshin.  I am sorry to say that 
these last four or five days, I have been feeling pretty rotten, every day. But, this morning, seeing all of
my old students again, suddenly I felt much better and probably the reason that I felt better was that I 
had manifested a new "I am" self.  Don't you think that is what brings joy to all of us, all of we human 
beings, and maybe that is even what brings joy to dogs and cats too, to manifest a new self.

All children are the same, when they see their mommies and they shout, "Mommy,” and throw 
themselves into their mommies breasts. This state, according to Tathagata Zen, is called  the 
manifestation of the perfect state. The same is true when true lovers meet each other, or two married 
people meet each other, if they manifest the perfect condition of time, the perfect time activity, this is 
also called the manifestation of the perfect self.  There is no other teaching of Buddhism, than this. 
This is the teaching of Buddhism, yet you go blubbering and jabbering, on and on, without knowing 
that when we manifest the perfect time activity, we manifest our perfect selves.  I have been giving 
teisho on one of the cases of the Blue Cliff Record, the case of Gutei's One Finger.  I have been here 
one month.

No matter what he was asked, the only thing in response that Gutei did, was Uttttt, raise one 
finger, without saying anything.  This is the transmission that has been handed down to us. Calling him
a great a Zen Master, who could manifest the perfect self by raising one finger, all Masters after him, 
sang Master Gutei’s praises, and the case is true these days as well.   There are many famous Zen 
teachers because of whatever reason, their egos, their manifestations of their imperfect selves, that 
have taken master Gutei’s One Finger, as some kind of an object, some kind of an object like the 
devil, and have given teisho which don't mesh with the real principles of things, on this koan of Gutei's 
finger.  

The Blue Cliff Record, this book, is founded upon the teaching of Buddhism, and in the 
teachings of Buddhism it is taught that we are all manifesting our true selves and our untrue selves, 
our perfect selves and our imperfect selves.  But, both of these selves, imperfect and perfect, reside in
the same one Cosmos.  No matter what happens, whatever happens, it is occurring within the one and
only, that has no second, Cosmos. And, no matter what disappears, in the same way, everything 
disappears into this one and only Cosmos.  In the same way, Master Gutei’s Finger is manifest within 
the one and only Cosmos. 

 As I began to speak about just a moment ago, this book called the Blue Cliff Record, it was 
compiled by a Chinese master called Master Setcho and he was famous for being a great master of 
literature and writing. And it is fair to say that these 100 cases that were compiled by Master Setcho 
were ones that he particularly liked.  Being born and dying, that is the form of the “I am.” That 
appearing and disappearing appears within one world and what sings the song of that “I am,” which 
does that activity?  It is this book called the Blue Cliff Record.  

And then there was another Master who came after, Master Engo, and he gave his comments 
and explanations in order for everybody to be able to understand, on Master Setcho’s verses. Master 
Engo, in his comments on Master Setcho’s singing verses, sang his high praises

 When the Blue Cliff Record came out it was in the Sung Dynasty in China and it became very 
famous. Master Engo had a disciple named Dai e and they went to all this trouble and paid lots of 
money, to carve the original Blue Cliff Record in wooden tablets to preserve it, as was the custom in 
those days.  But, Die e burned all of those.  Why did he burn them?  I think that it is fair to say that 
even up until now, that Zen people haven't come to the conclusion of that question.  It is fine not to 
come to any conclusion about that.  Nobody can know Dai e’s feeling except for he, himself.  So, we 



shouldn't try to speculate and say this or that about it.  When a couple breaks up, has a big fight and 
separates, it is no good for other people to speculate this or that about what happened.  Only the 
couple, themselves, knows.   

In any case it did get burned and then there was a certain amount of time that went by and 
people gathered together what was left over and recompiled it and then re-published it.  This version 
of the Hekigan (Blue Cliff) record came from that version that was made by compiling all of the leftover
bits after the fire and so there are a lot of mistakes in this version that we now have.  There are 
probably parts that good Zen masters added in because they wanted to add them in, and there are 
probably also parts that got left out. This is why our senpai have always cautioned us, "Be very careful
when you give teisho on the Blue Cliff Record.”

So, how should we study this Blue Cliff Record?  On what points should we stand to study it?  
This really isn't a difficult question at all.  We simply have to stand on the perspective of the Buddha, 
and then there will be no mistakes and no problems.  So, was the founder of Buddhism called 
Shakyamuni, who when he was born, was named Siddhartha?  He was a man who explained the 
question, answered the question, "What is the nature of human beings, and not just human beings, all 
existent beings?”  Buddhism is the teaching that teaches about the nature of all existent beings; 
Buddhism is the teaching that teaches what the nature of all existent beings is.

What is human nature?  What is the nature of all existent beings?  The conclusion that 
Shakyamuni gave us in his teaching is that all we beings are manifest into the world that is our home, 
which is manifest at the very same moment that we are.  Because we are manifest, our world is 
manifest.  Because our world comes into appearance, we come into appearance. What is human 
nature?  What is the nature of all the existent beings?  The conclusion that Shakyamuni gave us in his 
teaching is that all we beings are manifest into the world that is our home and that is manifest at the 
very same moment that we are.  It is not the case, according to what the Buddha, Shakyamuni, said, it
is not the case that the world existed prior to our manifestation and that we were manifest in it. We are
manifest together with our world and we disappear together with our world. 

No matter what study you do, if you do not come to the realization in that study, that you are 
manifest together with the world that you live in, and that you disappear together with the world you 
live in, then you will never, no matter what study you do, come to the answer of what is the nature of 
your self.  There is only one universe.  If I say this, everybody will agree with me.  The Great Cosmos, 
there are not two of them.  Everybody will respond to this saying, "Yes, just like you say."  However, 
according to the teachings of Buddhism, when you answer yes, to my statement: There is only one 
Cosmos, you are already standing playing the role of the subject, taking the Great Cosmos as an 
object.  Don’t make a mistake like this, you are taught.  

The moment that you think, “I like this,” or “This is disgusting to me,” or “This is painful,” or 
“This is good,” the moment that you think anything like this, you have already divided the world into 
two; into the perspective of the subject and the role of the object.  This is why in the teachings of 
Buddhism it is taught that in the original condition, in the state of the Source, which is often talked 
about in Buddhism, there is neither subject nor object.  The condition of the Origin is neither u nor mu, 
neither being nor non-being.  The condition of the Source is neither living nor dying.  When the life 
perspective and the death perspective manifest, that means that the object and the subject 
perspectives have also manifest.  When subject and object are manifest, at that very same moment, 
the self that sees those perspectives of subject and object is also manifest.   Shall we say that the 
mother is the subjective perspective and the father is the objective perspective and at the very 
moment that mother and father, subject and object are manifest, the "I am" is also manifest and the "I 
am" looks upon mother and father, subject and object.   The "I am" manifests and at that very moment,
mother and father simultaneously manifest.  The worlds of subject and object simultaneously manifest 
when the "I am" manifests.  

“First there were mother and father and then we children were born from them,”  I think that all 
of you are thinking like that, but if you are thinking like that, that at first there were mother and father 
and then after, came the child, no matter how much zazen you do, you will never come to understand 
Buddhism.  You, when you were born, at that very moment, that is when mother and father are 
simultaneously born, together with you.  That is the teaching of Buddhism.   It is totally impossible, 



there is no possible way, I am telling you, you should just quit your attempt at Zen practice, right now, 
if you are still thinking that mother and father came first and then after, I came.  

Spending all this money, spending all this time, suffering through your thinking, there is no 
need to do all that and come here.  It would be better instead of spending time doing Zen practice, for 
folks like that to just go out and make some money.  That would be better.  However, as you all already
know, that really wouldn’t be better, because you already know that no matter how much money you 
make or what a good life you make for yourself, there is this non to noku, something that you can’t 
quite put your finger on, sense of dissatisfaction that is with us all of the time.  

Recently, I received my special card which is a permanent visa that says that I can live here 
and be here, forever.  And so, it is a little bit different than it was before, my present condition.  I can 
assert my American-ness stronger.  It is a good thing.  So, the big print is that you can stay here and 
live here forever, but in the small print it says that you have to renew your card again in ten years.  So,
it is a little bit different than true Americans who are born here and can die here.  This condition that I 
have of having a green card is a little bit different from all of you guys.  So, although our rights, our 
fundamental rights, are the same, the situation is a little bit different because I have to go and renew 
my card every ten years.  So, although there is this case of having to renew my card, since I have this 
right to live here, I think that it is fair to call me an American.  So, I finally have become an American so
I have to think about America.  So, I have to think about how much debt the country of America has.  

At the time of marriage, whether you are a man or a woman, you had better check out your 
potential spouse: So, do you have any debts or what is your financial situation, anyway?  So, I 
checked this out myself, to find our how much the national debt is and it is tremendous, I found out!  
Even if we sold Hawaii and Alaska to China, we would still be in debt.  So, to receive this green card 
that says that I can live in this country, well, who would really want to live in a country that has so 
much debt? 

 But in any case, I have taken the initiative to declare this about American democracy: 
American democracy is still Hinayana democracy.  If American democracy does not become 
Mahayana democracy, America will be left behind by the rest of the world. Fellow Americans, do you 
realize that already America is being left behind by the rest of the world?   Because of American 
democracy is being left behind by the rest of the world.  America has to try its very best to reform its 
democracy so that it isn't just American democracy; it is world democracy.  It is because I wanted to 
teach this about American democracy, that I took the initiative to come here in the first place, so I can't 
really complain about not liking America now.

If we don't make efforts, really strong efforts, to be acknowledged and recognize by the other 
countries of the world, to be a country that is manifesting world democracy, then this country will be 
destroyed in the end.  In order to become a world leader, that leads the world to peace, what I think is 
necessary is for America to come to have a democracy that is the world democracy.  America, coming 
to have Mahayana democracy world democracy, when that finally happens then that will be the time 
when the realization occurs that the “I am” self is the imperfect, incomplete, self.  It is only when world 
democracy is manifest that it will be true democracy.  When that occurs, then there is no further need 
to talk about, to teach about, imperfect democracy versus perfect democracy, when true world 
democracy is manifest, then the self has become the complete self.  This is the path that we need to 
walk. 

 Now, I am using America as one example.   The teaching of Buddhism says that all existent 
beings are similar to each other in that all existent beings are born incomplete and must go on to 
manifests the complete self.  We are all, at the moment of our birth, born as imperfect selves.  
Inevitably, we will come to manifest the perfect self.  That manifestation of perfect self is the result of 
the process of growing and developing.  When the perfect self manifests, it is taught that that is the 
manifestation of the condition that has gone beyond all comparisons; there is no more comparing. 

This is enormous, this is huge, this manifestation of the perfect self is the manifestation of the 
condition that is impossible to compare to anything else.  It is the one and only, unique thing.  The 
manifestation of the state that has no two, that has no second.  According to the teachings of 
Buddhism, this is called the manifestation of the ultimately large.  It is the large that no longer has any 



large.  Buddhism, itself, negates the ultimately large by saying, that there is no subject, nor object in 
the ultimately large, so there is no ultimately large.   

When the ultimately large manifests, then the imperfect “I am” self is gone.  In this way, it is fair
to say that the manifestation of the ultimately large is the manifestation of the Great Idiot, the Giant 
Fool.  The manifestation of the state in which the “I am” self is totally gone is the manifestation of the 
Great Stupidity, The Great Dumb One.  Traditionally in Buddhism it has been called mumyo, the 
manifestation of ignorance or primordial ignorance.   The manifestation of the ultimately large is 
sometimes called zero, sometimes called the manifestation of the activity of emptiness. 

For emptiness as well, there is true emptiness, and not true emptiness.  When the male God 
and the female God, truly meet each other, then the female god and male god lose their particular 
personalities completely and the true God manifests. So we can say "emptiness," and there is the 
emptiness that can be taken as an object, but in true emptiness, there is neither subject nor object.  
The male god loses his male personality; the female God loses her female personality.  That is when 
for the first time, true love, true emptiness, is manifest.

Buddhism teaches about this condition in a real flesh and blood way, and says that this is the 
state in which true love is manifest.  It is also further taught that the manifestation of true love is not 
fixated.  The manifestation of true love, the manifestation of true emptiness, will not remain.  It will 
disappear.  Inevitably, true love will manifest, but it will never be fixated.  It will also disappear.  

Buddhism teaches that wars will arise, conflict and fighting arise, because people attach to true
love. Thinking that true love is a thing that can be attached to, we clever people attach to it. All of you 
seem to love God.  Buddhism doesn't deny God; all religions seem to say that God manifest together 
with all things and Buddhism doesn't deny that.  However, as I just said, Buddhism cautions us and 
says, "Yes, inevitably, God will manifest, inevitably emptiness will manifest.  But that manifestation of 
God or emptiness is not fixated.  Therefore, Buddhism teaches that the very worst thing is the very 
most important thing, how the very best thing, if we attach to it, becomes the very worst thing.   The 
most important thing, according to the teachings of Buddhism, is the manifestation of true love.  There 
is no truth; there is no reality, except for the manifestation of truth; that is why it is the most important 
thing.

However, it is very clearly emphasized, as I just said, that the manifestation of true love is not 
fixated.  Inevitably, true love manifests, but just as inevitably, it disappears; it isn't fixated; it will appear 
and disappear.  There are two mutually opposing activities and Buddhism says that, some way or 
another, we have to find a way to acknowledge these two opposing activities. In appearing and 
disappearing, passing away, being manifest and going out of manifestation, there are two mutually 
opposing functions, and Buddhism says that as we investigate the nature of ourselves, we have to 
stand firmly upon these two opposing functions.

I want to you to really listen carefully to what I am about to say.  There is nothing more 
important than the existence of God; the manifestation of God is the most important thing, but, if we 
fixated that manifestation of God, that will be the origin of wars.  That is why Buddhism warns us about
itself and says, "If you fixate Buddhism, then that is not Buddhism."  If you thoroughly investigate the 
nature of the two essential mutually opposing functions, you will find that there is not even one fixated 
thing.

Inevitably, the role, point of view, of God is manifest.  We will inevitably experience God, but 
the manifestation of the state of God, the manifestation of the state of true love, is not fixated, as I 
have told you so many times.  Buddhism means the investigation that goes forward, first 
acknowledging the existence of two fundamental opposing functions, and then investigating the nature
of those functions, the way of being of those functions. Even talking about two mutually opposing 
functions, those themselves, are not fixated; they themselves are appearing and disappearing, 
appearing and disappearing.  So, if you are interested in studying the Buddhism, you have to do this 
unique thing, that means to try to do for your self, these two mutually opposing functions, to try to 
appeal to your own doing of them, practice of them, experience of them, to understand them.

To unquestioningly, unconditionally, accept the function of consciousness that does the 
studying and from that point of view of unconditionally, unquestioningly, accepting consciousness and 
studying two mutually opposing functions, that is academics; that's not Zen.  Zen criticizes that 



academic way of studying.  The mistake is to unconditionally accept consciousness.  Consciousness 
will inevitably manifest under certain conditions.  So, this is where we get to actual practice.  We will 
come to understand how consciousness is born if we practice the birth, if we practice the appearance 
of consciousness.  So this is the conclusion that I would like to come to today since I am using up my 
allotted time. Buddhism is the teaching that is founded upon the recognition of two mutually opposing 
functions, and Zen is the way of investigating those two functions by appealing to our practice, by 
appealing to our doing of them.  And, in our investigation of the two functions, we will also investigate 
the consciousness that is doing the investigating.  That is to say that consciousness comes into being 
through those two functions, as well.

So we investigate the two mutually opposing functions by practicing, by doing them, and we 
come to understand that many and various different states are manifest through the working of those 
two.  For example, Uttt, raising one finger, for example.  What was that? That was the manifestation of
true love, don't you think?  So, everybody can raise one finger for maybe one or two seconds.  But, 
what about one hour or two hours or three hours; could you keep your finger raised for that long, or 
not?   If you had your finger stuck up there of two or three hours, everybody would laugh at you, 
calling you an idiot.  Reality is inevitably manifest, but it can not be fixated.  If you attempt to fixate it, 
people will laugh that you.  Nobody can see true love.  You can't see it your self.  You can only 
experience it.  True love is never something that can be fixated.

These days, in our modern scientific age, I think that scientists would immediately be able to  
embrace the Buddhist idea that there is true emptiness and also an emptiness that is not true 
emptiness.  When Buddhism says, true emptiness, real emptiness, it means the manifestation of the 
state in which the male gods and the female gods have totally met and lost their personalities, lost 
their original nature's.  That is absolutely different from an emptiness that we take as an object.

“I am a man; I am a woman,” it is when those “I am” selves are totally gone, that according to 
Buddhism, true emptiness manifests.  This kind of emptiness, scientists would probably call, true 
emptiness, real emptiness. When you meet real emptiness, all of you will drop dead.  When you meet 
true love, you're all going to drop dead, you're all going to manifest that which is no longer human 
being.

Everybody thinks, "I really want to manifest true love."  But, it is a big mistake to think 
superficially about it.  It only manifests when you are dead. True life is death; true death is when you 
open up your eyes and live. And now we have to face the problem of resurrection.  Buddhism has 
always taught that life and death become one.  But, after that manifestation of the unity of life and 
death, resurrection will occur.  That is when the new self is born.  When the new self is born, that is 
when, utttt, past and future are simultaneously born.

So today, my old friends that I have been sitting zazen with for over 30 years , came and 
appeared here, three or four of them, and I am so happy to see them.  I was able to really feel true 
love.

What is the big story of Master Gutei’s One Finger? The teaching of Master Gutei’s One Finger
is the teaching of the two mutually opposing functions unifying with each other, and then again splitting
in two, separating from each other.  So, these folks that showed up, that have sat zazen together with 
me over 30 years ago, [Hai!  Roshi interjects during translation.]   I want them to really grasp those two
functions. Where did you go? Where did your “I am” self go? You won't be able to understand it; all 
you need to know is that you were together with God.  You don't know where you were.  When you are
together with God, you aren't tied up by living or dying.  So, when “Hai,” manifests, you can think, “It is 
living;” you can think, “It is dying;” you can think whatever you want about it. But, you shouldn't think all
kinds of things.  Hai!  There is no purer self, then that.  I know that I have gone over my allotted time, 
but these people came who sat with me so many years ago, 30 years ago, maybe it was 40 years 
ago, and so I am unsurpassably happy about that.

However, even these old, old, friends of mine, when I meet them, I think that they are still 
attached to true love; they've really got to do something about this. So, I know that your hair is falling 
out and your teeth are falling out, but I still have to ask you, “Manifest a new true love; manifest a new 
self!”  



We’ve up until now, gotten through about half of this Gutei’s Finger koan, so I’ll use the next six
days to get to the end of it. 

 The End


